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1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to prove an existence theorem for positive radial
solutions of the following system of quasilinear differential equations
(SR)
&2p u=u: v;
&2q v=u# v$
u>0, v>0
u=v=0 on 0
in 0/RN,
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where 0 :=BR is the ball in RN, N1, with center zero and radius R. Here
as usual for p>1
2p u :=div( |{u| p&22 {u)
denotes the p-Laplacian and | } |2 denotes the Euclidean norm in RN.
Throughout this paper we make the following hypotheses on the
parameters:
1< p and 1<q
(H1) :0, ;0, #0, $0
;#>0.
The hypothesis ;#>0 means that (SR) is coupled.
This paper is motivated by an earlier work [2] where the case :=$=0
has been studied. As in [2] we consider the so-called globally super-
homogeneous case where
(H2) ;#>( p&1&:)(q&1&$).
Roughly speaking, it follows from (H2) that (SR) is not a stable system
in the sense that possible stationary states cannot be obtained by iterative
methods (i.e., upperlower solutions technique).
System (SR) has not necessarily a variational structure; this depends on
a suitable algebraic relation between the parameters :, ;, # and $. To be
more precise, let us consider the special where p=q=2. Under the
assumption :=$=0, (SR) is an example of Hamiltonian elliptic system
(see [1, 3, 5]); while if ;=$+1 and #=:+1, the system has a potential
stucture (see [7, 8]).
In the first case, always for p=q=2, a necessary and sufficient condition
for the existence of a positive solution of (SR) is
1
;+1
+
1
#+1
>
N&2
N
(H*)
when N3, and no assumption on ;>0, #>0 otherwise ([3, 5]).
We observe that in the Hamiltonian case (H*) reduces to the well known
condition ;< N+2N&2 if ;=#. This means that in that case the coupling has
a compensation effect on the system.
The necessity of the condition (H*) for the equation (;=#) is due to
Pohozaev (1965) and for the system to [3] (see also [9]).
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For general p and q, we still have a potential structure when ;=$+1
and #=:+1. The EulerLagrange functional associated to (SR ) is given
by
J(u, v)=
1
p |0 |{u|
p+
1
q |0 |{v|
q&c0 |
0
|u|:+1 |v|;+1,
where c0>0 is a suitable normalization constant and (u, v) # W 1, p0 (0)
_W 1, q0 (0).
It has been proved in [7, 8] that under the assumptions (H1) and (H2),
a necessary and sufficient condition for existence of positive solution of
(SR ) when N>p and N>q is
# \N& pNp ++; \
N&q
Nq +<1. (H**)
In the special case where p=q=2 it reduces to the condition
:+;=#+$<
N+2
N&2
if N3
and no assumption on :, ;, #, $.
We observe that the potential case may possess a variational structure
even if p{q, while it is impossible for Hamiltonians. Indeed, the problem
&2p u=Hv(u, v)
&2q v=Hu (u, v),
where H: R2  R is a given function, has a variational structure if and only
if p=q=2.
To the authors’ knowledge, the first result dealing with the nonvaria-
tional case (i.e., Hamiltonian case with p{q) has been obtained in [2]
where (H1), (H2) are satisfied with :=$=0. There, a sufficient condition
for the existence of a positive nontrivial solution of (SR) was given; for
:=$=0 it reduces to our last assumption (H4) which is written below.
In the special case when p=q=2, N3 and ;=# (H4) reduces to
; NN&2 , which is not sharp since in that case the critical exponent is
N+2
N&2 .
We emphasize that it is still an open problem to find a necessary condition
for the existence of solutions of (SR) even in the special case :=$=0.
In this paper, we prove some existence results for the nonvariational case
which generalize the previous one obtained in [2], and we follow the same
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approach as in [2]. First we prove the a priori bounds of solutions of (SR)
via the blow-up method (see [2]) and we use a suitable degree argument
to conclude. This paper is organized as follows: The next section contains
some notations, basic preliminaries and the main theorem of this paper. In
Section 3, we compute the index of the zero solution and we derive some
consequences. In Section 4, we prove via the blow-up method necessary a
priori bounds for the solutions of our problem and relate this section to the
existence of ground state of the associated system
&2p u=u: v;
(S) &2q v=u# v$ in RN.
u>0, v>0
Finally in Section 5, we give some nonexistence results for ground state
of (S).
2. NOTATIONS AND MAIN RESULT
Before stating our main result, we introduce the following notations and
hypotheses:
D :=;#&( p&1&:)(q&1&$) (2.1)
_1 :=
1
D
[;q+ p(q&1&$)] (2.2)
_2 :=
1
D
[#p+q( p&1&:)] (2.3)
(H3) :p&1 and $q&1.
Observe that (H1), (H2), (H3) imply
D>0 , _1>0 , _2>0 .
For simplicity, throughout this paper we shall assume that N>p>1 and
N>q>1. We are now ready to formulate our fundamental assumption
(H4):
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(H4)
p<N , q<N and one of the following assumptions:
(1) p&1&:>0, q&1&$>0,
max {_1&N& pp&1 , _2&
N&q
q&1 =0.
(2) p&1&:0, q&1&$0,
max {_1&N& pp&1 , _2&
N&q
q&1 =>0.
Note that (H4) implies (H3). Our main result is the following
Theorem 2.1. Let hypotheses (H1), (H2) and (H4) hold. Then problem
(SR) possesses at least a positive radially symmetric solution:
(u, v) # ((C1 ([0, R]) & C 2 (]0, R]))2.
Let us comment briefly our result. The Hamiltonian system studied in
[2] corresponds to the case :=;=0 and in that case all our hypotheses
reduce to the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 of [2]; but, as in [2], the optimal
curve is not known. Moreover, Theorem 2.4 holds under the hypothesis
(H3) only. On the other hand, we mention that in Section V, we obtain a
Liouville Theorem even in the cases where p&1&:<0 or q&1&$<0;
but it is still an open problem to prove the existence of solutions of (SR).
As we have already described in the introduction, one important role in
the proof of the preceding result is played by the non existence of ground
state of the problem (S). In order to use this, in Section IV, we must be
able to exclude the possibility that the blow-up sequence converges to a
nonzero constant solution (u^, v^) of (S) in RN. More precisely, we have to
exclude solutions of the form (*, 0) or (0, +) which are always solutions of
(S) in R
N but which obviously cannot occur in case :=$=0. The limit
of the blow-up sequence satisfies u^(0)+v^(0)>0, but this last information
is not sufficient to exclude solutions of the form (*, 0) or (0, +). By use of
(H3), we prove in Section IV some estimates on u^ and v^ which eliminate
these cases when they occur as limit of the blow-up process.
Notation. For any s # R and t>0, ht (s)=|s| t sign(s) .
We make use in a fundamental way of the following lemmas [2, Lemma
2.1, p. 2076]. Hereafter we assume that N>p>1.
Lemma II.2. Let r00 and R>r0 . Let u # C1 ([r0 , R[) & C2 (]r0 , R[)
be a non negative function satisfying
&[rN&1hp&1 (u$(r))]$0 on ]r0 , R[. (2.4)
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If u$(r0)0, then, for any r>r0 and any k>1 such that krR, we have,
u(r)CN, p, kr |u$(r)|,
where
CN, p, k=\ p&1N& p+ (k( p&N)(p&1)&1)>0.
Lemma II.3. Let r00 and u # C1 ([r0 , +[) & C2 (]r0 , +[) be a
nonnegative function satisfying 2.4 on [r0 , +[.
&[rN&1hp&1 (u$(r))]$0 for r>0.
Then, for any r # ]r0 , +[, we have
u(r)CN, pr |u$(r)|, (2.5)
where
CN, p=\ p&1N& p+ .
Proof. Integrating (2.4) on [s, r], r0<s<r<R, we have:
sN&1hp&1 (u$(s))rN&1hp&1 (u$(r)). (2.6)
Since u # C1 ([r0 , R]), (2.6) holds for r0srR. By choosing s=r0 , we
obtain u$(r)0 on [r0 , R] and for any r0rtR, we have:
&u$(t)r(N&1)( p&1) |u$(r)| t&(N&1)( p&1).
Integrating again from r to kr with respect to t, we obtain:
u(r)u(r)&u(kr)r(N&1)( p&1) |u$(r)| |
kr
r
t&(N&1)( p&1) dt. (2.7)
Since krr t
&(N&1)( p&1) dt=CN, p, k , we have proved Lemma I.2.
To prove Lemma I.3, by letting k  + in (2.7), we get the desired
estimate. K
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III. INDEX OF THE 0 SOLUTION AND CONSEQUENCES
In this section, we compute the index of the 0 solution of system (SR).
Throughout this section we assume that:
(H2) D :=;#&( p&1&:)(q&1&$)>0.
Let Z=C (I; R)_C (I; R) where I=[0, R], R>0 and define for z :=
( uv) # Z , |z|=&u&+&v& .
We define the solution operator T associated to system (SR) by
T(z) :=( u^v^) where, using the notation ht (s)=|s|
t sign(s):
u^(r)=|
R
r
h1(p&1) \s1&N |
s
0
tN&1 |u(t)|: |v(t)| ; dt+ ds (3.1)
v^(r)=|
R
r
h1(q&1) \s1&N |
s
0
tN&1 |u(t)| # |v(t)|$ dt+ ds (3.2)
T has the following properties which are easy to prove (see [2]):
(i) T maps Z in Z;
(ii) z # Z solves (SR) if and only if z=T(z);
(iii) T is completely continuous.
The following lemma is easily checked:
Lemma III.1. Let (H1) be satisfied. If z=T(z), z # Z and if there exists
r~ # [0, R[ such that z(r~ ){0, then for any r # [0, R[ we have u(r)>0,
v(r)>0 and u$(r)>0, v$(r)>0.
Proposition III.2. Suppose that (H1) and (H2) hold. Then there exists
some \1>0 such that:
(i) \\ # (0, \1] , 0 is the only fixed point of T in B \(0).
(ii) \\ # (0, \1) , dLS (I&T, B\ (0))=1.
Proof. Let * # [0, 1] and z* :=( u*v*) # Z, z* {0, be such that S(*, z*)=z*
where S(*, z*) :=( u~v~ ) with:
u~ (r)=|
R
r
h1( p&1) \*s1&N |
s
0
tN&1 |u(t)|: |v(t)| ; dt+ ds
v~ (r)=|
R
r
h1(q&1) \*s1&N |
s
0
tN&1 |u(t)| # |v(t)|$ dt+ ds.
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Hence it follows that for any * # [0, 1] we have:
&u*& p&1 C1* &u*&
:
 &v*&
;

&v*&q&1 C2* &u*&# &v*&$
and thus, since ;#>0, we deduce that
&u*&>0, &v* &>0.
Hence:
&u*& p&1&: C1* &v*&
;
 . (3.3)
&v*&q&1&$ C2* &u*&
#
 . (3.4)
Next, we obtain an estimate from below of &u* & and &v* & as a func-
tion of *. In order to do this, we treat the different cases that may happen
separately.
1st case. p&1&:>0 and q&1&$>0.
By (3.3) and (3.4), we deduce that:
&u*& ( p&1&:)(q&1&$) C
q&1&$
1 *
q&1&$ &v*&;(q&1&$)
Cq&1&$1 C
;
2 *
q&1&$+; &u*&;# .
For *>0, we get
&u*&DC3*&(q&1&$+;) (3.5)
&v*&DC4*&( p&1&:+#). (3.6)
2nd case. p&1&:=0 [resp. q&1&$=0].
By (3.3) [resp. 3.4)] with *>0 we have:
&v*&;
1
C1
*&1 _resp &u*&# 1C2 *&1& . (3.7)
3rd case. p&1&:<0 [resp. q&1&$<0].
From (3.3) and (3.4) with *>0 we get
|z* | (:+1& p)+;&u*&:+1& p &v*&;
1
C1
*&1
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and
|z* | ($+1&q)+#&v*&$+1&q &u*&
#

1
C2
*&1 (3.8)
From this above analysis, it follows that for each of the cases considered
there exist C>0 and _>0 such that:
\*>0, |z* |C*&_. (3.9)
Now Claim (i) follows by choosing *1=1 and \1= C2 in (3.9).
For the proof of (ii), we choose C1= C2 in (3.9). Clearly the equation
z*=S(*, z*) has no solution such that |z* |=\1 for * # ]0, 1]. The case
*=0 is trivial.
This implies that dLS (I&T(* } ), B\1) is constant for * # [0, 1]. Since for
*=0 we have d(I, B\1)=1, by the homotopy invariance of the Leray
Schauder degree and the fact that 0 is isolated in B\1 it follows that
dLS(I&T, B\1)=1. This completes the proof. K
Consequences. At this point we observe that if we can prove that there
exists some \2>0 such that dLS (I&T, B\2) is well defined and different
from 1, then by the excision property of the degree, it will follows that
there exists a nontrivial fixed point of T. Clearly this fixed point will be a
positive solution of (SR). (See Lemma III.1).
In order to find some sufficient conditions on the parameters :, ;, #, $
and p, q>1 guaranteeing the existence of \2>0 with d(I&T, B\2)=0, we
introduce the following family of operators:
Let T+ , +0, be a family of compact operators acting on Z such that
T0=T and:
_+ >0 such that, if z+ is a solution of (3.10)z=T+ (z) for some +0, then ++ .
_M>0 such that, if z+ is a solution of (3.11)z=T+ (z) with 0+ +1, then |z+ |M.
If (3.10) and (3.11) are satisfied, then by defining \2=M+1, it follows
that the equation z=T+ (z) has no solution such that |z|=\2 and
+ # [0, + +1]. This implies that dLS (I&T+ , B\2) is well defined.
Moreover, since z=T+ +1 (z) has no solution, it follows that
dLS (I&T+ , B\2)=0
for 0++ +1.
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If in addition we assume that the family (I&T+) satisfies the assump-
tions of the homotopy theorem of the degree, then we deduce that:
dLS (I&T, B\2)=dLS (I&T0 , B\2)=dLS (I&T+ +1 , B\2)=0.
IV. A PRIORI BOUNDS VIA BLOW-UP AND EXISTENCE FOR
A LIMITING PROBLEM
In this section we prove the necessary a priori bounds for positive solu-
tions of system (SR) via the blow-up method (see also [2]). As a conse-
quence, we shall construct a family of compact operators [T+]+0 acting
on Z and satisfying the assumptions (3.10), (3.11). The strategy that we
shall adopt is not a direct one; that is we prove that if (3.13) or (3.14) is
not satisfied, then there exists a decreasing positive radially symmetric solu-
tion (u, v) # [C1 (RN) & C2 (RN "[0])]2 of the limiting problem (S).
Throughout this section we suppose in addition to (H1) and (H2) that
we have
(H3) :p&1 and $q&1.
First we note that by (H1) and (H2), there exists %>0 satisfying:
p&1&:<;%
(4.1)
%(q&1&$)<#.
Indeed, if p&1&:>0 and q&1&$>0, then by (H2) there exist some
%>0 such that:
p&1&:
;
<%<
#
q&1&$
. (4.2)
In the remaining case p&1&:=0, we can choose any %>0 if
q&1&$=0, while if q&1&$>0, it is enough to consider % such that
0<%< #q&1&$ .
Let +0, and define T+ : Z  Z by
T+ \uv+ :=T \
u++
v++%+ (4.3)
where ( uv) # Z and % as above. It is not difficult to check that T0=T and
[T+]+0 is a family of compact operators satisfying the hypotheses of the
homotopy theorem on any bounded interval [0, +^].
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Proposition IV.1. Let (H1), (H2) and (H3) be satisfied. Let T+ be
defined by 4.3 with % satisfying 4.1. If either 3.13 or 3.14 is not satisfied, then
(S) possesses a positive radially symmetric and decreasing solution (u, v) in
[C1 (RN) & C2 (RN"[0])]2, satisfying
0<u(x)Cr&_1 for any x # RN,
0<v(x)Cr&_2 for any x # RN,
where _1 and _2 are defined in (2.2) and (2.3).
In the next section we shall prove that under suitable assumptions on
N, :, ;, #, $, p, q, (S) has no positive radially symmetric solution. As a
consequence, under those assumptions, (3.10) and (3.11) hold. By a degree
argument it will follows that for any R>0, problem (SR) has at least one
positive solution.
Proof of Proposition IV.1. We argue indirectly. Suppose that (3.10) is
not satisfied, then there exist +n and zn :=( unvn) such that
zn=T+n (zn) and +n  +. (4.4)
Similarly if (3.11) does not hold, there exist +n and zn :=( unvn ), such that
zn=T+n (zn)
and
|zn |  + and +n  +^ # [0, + +1]. (4.5)
We claim that if (4.4) or (4.5) holds, then there exists a subsequence (we
still denote this subsequence by the same index) such that
lim
n  +
[un (0)+vn (0)]=+. (4.6)
The claim is obviously true if (4.5) holds, while in the other case we have:
&[rN&1 hp&1 (u$n (r))]$=r
N&1 |un (r)++n |: |vn (r)++3n |
;
rN&1+:+3;n .
Here we have used the fact that un and vn are nonnegative. Integrating the
above inequality on [0, r], we obtain
&u$n (r)\ 1N+
1( p&1)
r1( p&1)+ (:+3;)( p&1)n .
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Hence:
un (0)\ 1N+
1(p&1)
\p&1p + R p( p&1)+ (:+3;)( p&1)n . (4.7)
Similarly we get:
vn (0)\ 1N+
1(q&1)
\q&1q + Rq(q&1) + (#+3$)(q&1)n . (4.8)
Since %;#>0 we deduce from (4.7) or (4.8) that (4.6) holds. This completes
the proof of the claim.
Next we build the blow-up argument. We introduce new functions u~ n
and v~ n defined on [0, Rn] by
u~ n (r~ ) :=An un (r) (4.9)
v~ n (r~ ) :=Bn vn (r) (4.10)
r~ :=tn r , r # [0, R] (4.11)
Rn :=tn R (4.12)
where An , Bn and tn are positive parameters to be chosen below.
The functions u~ n and v~ n satisfy
&[r~ N&1hp&1 (u~ $n(r~ ))]$
=A p&1&:n B
&;
n t
&p
n r~
N&1 |u~ n (r~ )+= (1)n |
: |v~ n (r~ )+= (2)n |
;
on [0, Rn] (4.13)
and
&[r~ N&1hq&1 (v~ $n(r~ ))]$
=A&#n B
q&1&$
n t
&q
n r~
N&1 |u~ n (r~ )+= (1)n |
# |v~ n (r~ )+= (2)n |
$
on [0, Rn], (4.14)
where the $ denotes the derivative with respect to r~ and
u~ $n(0)=u~ n (Rn)=0 (4.15)
v~ $n(0)=v~ n (Rn)=0, (4.16)
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where
= (1)n =An +n (4.17)
= (2)n =Bn +
%
n . (4.18)
Next by choosing
An=t&{n , Bn=t
&_
n , (4.19)
where _ and { satisfy
(:+1& p) {+;_=p (4.20)
#{+($+1&q) _=q. (4.21)
it follows that
A( p&1&:)n B
&;
n t
&p
n =A
&#
n B
(q&1&$)
n t
&q
n =1. (4.22)
Thus by using (H2), (H3) and (4.20)(4.21) we find that:
{=_1=
1
D
[ p (q&1&$)+;q]>0
_=_2=
1
D
[q ( p&1&:)+#p]>0.
By choosing
tn=[un (0)]1{+[vn (0)]1_ (4.23)
and using (4.6) we conclude that
lim
n  +
tn=+. (4.24)
Now we claim that
lim
n  +
= (1)n =0 and lim
n  +
= (2)n =0. (4.25)
The claim is obviously true if (4.5) holds. Let us consider the remaining
possibility that is if (4.4) is satisfied.
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By (4.17), (4.23) and (4.7) we get:
=(1)n =
+n
t{n

+n
un (0)
C+1&((:+%;)( p&1))n .
Therefore since by (4.1) we have p&1&:&%;<0, it follows that
lim = (1)n =0. Similarly from (4.18), (4.23) and (4.8) we deduce that:
=(2)n =
+%n
t_n

+%n
vn (0)
C+%&((#+%$)(q&1))n .
This last inequality combined with (4.1) implies that (4.25) holds, thereby
completing the proof of the claim. K
In order to continue our analysis, we need the following lemma whose
proof can be easily deduced by slightly modifying the argument used in [2,
pp. 20912094]
Lemma IV.2. Suppose that (H1) holds. Let (u^n , v^n) # [C1[0, Rn] &
C2 (]0, Rn])]2 be a positive solution to the problem
&[ yN&1hp&1 (u^$n( y))]$= y
N&1 |u^n ( y)+= (1)n |
: |v^n ( y)+=(2)n |
;
&[ yN&1hq&1 (v^$n( y))]$=y
N&1 |u^n ( y)+= (3)n |
# |v^n ( y)+= (4)n |
$
with u^$n(0)=u^n (Rn)=v^$n(0)=v^n (Rn)=0.
If u^n (0)1 , v^n (0)1 and limn  + = (i )n =0 for i=1, 2, 3, 4, then there
exists a subsequence (u^nk , v^nk) extracted from (u^n , v^n) which converges in
(C 0 ([0, +)))2 to a positive radially symmetric solution (u^, v^) of (S).
Next in order to apply the above lemma to the sequence (u~ n , v~ n), we just
need to verify that
u~ n (0)1 and v~ n (0)1 (V)
hold.
For doing so we require the following
Proposition IV.3. Assume that (H1), (H2) and (H3) hold. Let (u~ n , v~ n)
# [C1 ([0, Rn]) & C2 (]0, Rn])]2, u~ n0, v~ n0, satisfies
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&[rN&1hp&1 (u~ n (r))]$=rN&1 |u~ n (r)+= (1)n |
: |v~ n (r)+= (2)n |
;
for r # [0, Rn], (4.26)
&[rN&1hq&1 (v~ n (r))]$=rN&1 |u~ n (r)+= (1)n |
# |v~ n (r)+= (2)n |
$
for r # [0, Rn], (4.27)
and
u~ $n(0)=v~ $n(0)=u~ n (Rn)=v~ n (Rn)=0
u~ 1{n (0)+v~
1_
n (0)=1
_>0, {>0, Rn>0, lim
n  +
Rn=+
= (1)n 0 and =
(2)
n 0.
Then there exist C1>0, C2>0, _1>0, _2>0 such that
|u~ n (r)+= (1)n |C1r
&_1 (4.28)
|v~ n (r)+= (2)n |C2r
&_2 (4.29)
for any r>0 and Rn2(r+1).
Proof. By integrating (4.26) on [0, r], we get:
|u~ $n(r)|
p&1=&hp&1 [u~ $n(r)]
r
N
|u~ n (r)+= (1)n |
: |v~ n (r)+= (2)n |
;.
From Lemma II.2 it follows that for any r>0 we have
r1& p |u~ n (r)| p&1C |u~ $n(r)|
p&1,
where C>0 is independent of n and r (observe that indeed we can choose
k=2). Therefore we deduce
C$1 r
&p |u~ n (r)+= (1)n |
p&1&:|v~ n (r)+= (2)n |
;, (4.30)
and (similarly)
C$2 r
&q |v~ n (r)+= (2)n |
q&1&$|u~ n (r)+= (2)n |
#. (4.31)
Let us now consider the cases q&1&$>0 and q&1&$=0 separately.
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If q&1&$>0, then from (4.30) and (4.31) it follows that
Cr&p(q&1&$) |u~ n (r)+= (1)n |
( p&1&:)(q&1&$)
|v~ n (r)+= (2)n |
;(q&1&$)
1
C$
r;q |u~ n (r)+= (1)n |
;#.
Hence (4.28) follows by choosing
_1=
1
D
[;q+ p(q&1&$)]>0. (4.32)
In the case q&1&$=0, we easily check that (4.28) is satisfied with
_1=
q
#>0.
We remark that in the two cases _1 is given by (4.32). Similarly, we can
easily check that (4.29) holds by choosing
_2=
1
D
[#p+q( p&1&:)]>0. (4.33)
This completes the proof. K
Let us now come back to the verification of
u~ n (0)1 and v~ n (0)1 (V)
From (4.9), (4.10), (4.19) and (4.23) it follows that
u~ n (0)1{+v~ n (0)1_=(An un (0))1{+(Bn vn (0))1_
=
1
tn
[un (0)1{+vn (0)1_]=1. (4.34)
Hence, passing to the limit as n  + we get
u(0)1{+v(0)1_=1 (4.35)
On the other hand, from (4.13), (4.14), (4.22) and (4.34), it follows that
(u~ n , v~ n) satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 4.29. This implies that there
exist C1>0, C2>0, _1>0, _2>0 such that, for any r>0, we can find
some n0 such that for any nn0 we have
u~ n (r)C1r&_1, and
v~ n (r)C2r&_2.
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Hence
u(r)C1r&_1 (4.36)
v(r)C2r&_2. (4.37)
We now claim that
u(0)>0 and v(0)>0. (4.38)
Indeed, suppose that v(0)=0. Since v is radially symmetric and v$0, it
follows that v#0. From the first equation of (S) we deduce that
&2pu=0 hence u is constant. By (4.36), this last conclusion implies that
u#0. This contradicts (4.35) and the claim is proved. The fact that u>0
and v>0 from a standard elementary argument.
V. LIOUVILLE THEOREM
In this section we prove some results on non existence of positive radial
solutions of
(S)
&2p u=u: v;
&2q v=u# v$ in RN.
u>0, v>0
These nonexistence theorems are an essential tool for obtaining the
necessary a priori bounds on the solutions of Problem (SR). For simplicity,
we restrict our attention to the following main cases:
(i) Diagonal strictly subdominant case: :<p&1 and $<q&1.
(ii) Diagonal sub-dominant case: :p&1 and $q&1.
(iii) Diagonal dominant case: :>p&1 or $>q&1.
Before stating the main theorems of this section, we observe that the
solutions of (S) satisfy the following estimates. We emphasize that it is
possible to get these estimates if both components u and v are positive.
Proposition V.1. Let (u, v) be a positive radial solution of (S) and
suppose that (i) or (ii) hold. Then there exist constants C1>0 and C2>0,
independent of (u, v), such that for any r>0 we have:
u(r)C1r&_1 (5.1)
v(r)C2r&_2. (5.2)
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Proof. By integrating the first equation of (S) on [0, r], we get:
|u$(r)| p&1=&hp&1 [u$(r)]
r
N
(u(r)): (v(r));.
From Lemma II.2 it follows that for any r>0 we have
r1& p (u(r)) p&1C |u$(r)| p&1,
where C>0 is independent of n and r (observe that indeed we can choose
k=2). Therefore since u is positive we deduce
C$1 r
&p (u(r)) p&1&:(v(r));, (5.3)
and (similarly) since v is positive
C$2 r
&q (v(r))q&1&$(u(r))#. (5.4)
Let us now consider the cases q&1&$>0 and q&1&$=0 separately.
If q&1&$>0, then from (5.3) and (5.4) it follows that
Cr&p(q&1&$) (u(r)) ( p&1&:)(q&1&$)(v(r));(q&1&$)
1
C$
r;q (u(r));#.
Hence (5.1) follows by choosing
_1=
1
D
[;q+ p(q&1&$)]>0. (5.5)
In the case q&1&$=0, we easily check that (5.1) is satisfied with
_1=
q
#>0.
We remark that in the two cases _1 is given by (5.5). Similarly, we can
easily check that (5.2) holds by choosing
_2=
1
D
[#p+q( p&1&:)]>0. (5.6)
This completes the proof. K
Proposition V.2. Let (u, v) be a positive radial solution of (S) and
suppose that :+1& p>0. Then there exists a constant C1>0 such that for
any r>0 we have:
u(r)C1r&_
$
1, (5.7)
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where
_$1=
1
:+1& p \ p&;
N&q
q&1 + (5.8)
Similarly, if $+1&q>0, there exists a constant C2>0 such that for any
r>0 we have
v(r)C2r&_
$
2, (5.90)
where
_$2=
1
$+1&q \q&#
N& p
p&1 + . (5.10)
Proof. We consider the case :+1& p>0. From Lemma II.3, for any
r>s>0, we have
v(r)v(s)(sr)(N&q)(q&1)
For any r0>0, since v is positive, it follows from (5.3) that there exists
some constant C>0 such that
r&p (u(r)) p&1&:Cr&;((N&q)(q&1))
and 5.7 follows. K
Now we state our Liouville theorem concerning the two following cases:
(i) Diagonal strictly subdominant case: :<p&1 and $<q&1.
(ii) Diagonal subdominant case: :p&1 and $q&1.
Theorem V.3. Assume (H1), (H2) and (H4). Then System (S) has no
solution.
Proof. By contradiction, let (u, v) be a positive solution of (S).
We recall that we assume p<N and q<N.
Since u and v are non increasing, it follows that the functions x and y
defined by
x(r) :=rN&1 |u$(r)| p&1, (5.11)
y(r) :=rN&1 |v$(r)| q&1, (5.12)
are nondecreasing on (r0 , +) for any r0>0.
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From the first equation of (S) we get:
x$(r)rN&1au: (r) v; (r). (5.13)
And from the second equation:
y$(r)rN&1bu# (r) v$ (r). (5.14)
From (5.4) we have
C$2 r
&qvq&1&$ (r)u# (r). (5.15)
It is sufficient to consider the case q&1&$>0 and _1
N& p
p&1 .
We get from (5.15)
v; (r)Crq;(q&1&$)u;#(q&1&$) (r). (5.16)
So (5.13) and (5.16) imply:
x$(r)=(rN&1 |u$(r)| p&1)$CrN&1+q;(q&1&$) u:+;#(q&1&$) (r).
Now, we deduce from Lemma II-3 that
u:+(;#(q&1&$)) (r)
Cr&((N& p)( p&1))[:+(;#(q&1&$))] x(r)[:+(;#(q&1&$))] 1( p&1).
Hence
x$(r)Cr|1xm (r),
where
|1=N&1+
q;
q&1&$
&m(N& p), m=_:+ ;#q&1&$&
1
p&1
.
Now we observe that
m&1=
D
( p&1)(q&1&$)
>0.
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Moreover
|1+1=(N& p)+
D_1
q&1&$
&\N& pp&1 +_:+
;#
q&1&$&
(N& p)+\N& pp&1 +_
D
q&1&$
&:&
;#
q&1&$&0.
In the case |1>&1, we obtain
1
m&1
x1&m(s)
1
1&m
x1&m (r)+
1
m&1
x1&m (s)C |
r
s
t|1 dt
C _ 1|1+1 r|1+1&
1
|1+1
s|1+1&
and this last term tends to + as r tends to +.
And in the case |1=&1, we obtain
1
m&1
x1&m (s)C Log \rs+
and this last term tends to + as r tends to +. So we obtain a con-
tradiction. K
Our last result is a Liouville theorem concerning the following case:
(iii) Diagonal dominant case: :>p&1 or $>q&1.
In that case we make the following assumption:
(H5)
p<N, q<N and:
#
N& p
p&1
+$
N&q
q&1
N
:
N& p
p&1
+;
N&q
q&1
N.
Theorem V.4. Assume (H1), (H2), (iii) and (H5). Then System (S)
has no solution.
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Proof. It is sufficient to consider the case $>q&1. We deduce from
(H5) that
#
N& p
p&1
&q &(N&q)
$+1&q
q&1
. (5.17)
First we remark that the function y(r) defined by (5.12) is bounded.
From (2.5) and (5.9) we have
y(r)CrN&q |v(r)| q&1C$r_,
where
_=(N&q)+\ q&1$+1&q+\#
N& p
p&1
&q+ .
By (5.18) _0 and y is bounded.
Now by Lemma II.3, we have for any r>r0>0
u# (r)r&#(N& p)(p&1)
v$ (r)r$ |v$(r)|$r&$((N&q)(q&1)) ( y(r))$(q&1).
Hence (5.14) gives
y$(r)r|2 ( y(r))$(&1),
where $>q&1 and
|2+1=N&# \N& pp&1+&$ \
N&q
q&1+0
and we obtain a contradiction with the fact that y is bounded. K
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